Restoring the Conservation Purpose in Conservation Easements: Ensuring Effective and Equitable Land Protection Through Internal Revenue Code Section 170(h)¹

Andrew Flynn*

Conservation easements are legal restrictions limiting development and are intended to preserve natural lands, historical areas, and open space. And for more than 50 years, Congress has permitted taxpayers to claim an income tax deduction when they make a charitable donation of an easement. These easements are now the primary form of environmental preservation in the United States.

But the current Internal Revenue Code provision authorizing this deduction invites donations with questionable preservation value to the public and high-profile instances of abuse. It also disproportionately favors the wealthy. Notably, most donations are not required to provide public benefit. Reform proposals and law journal articles discuss the challenges of valuing easements, but there is little discussion of how to ensure the deduction properly incentivizes quality conservation work.

This article fills that void. It examines the current law and discusses how Congress can ensure the deduction is available only to easement donations which further cohesive environmental protection goals. It proposes requiring all easement donations to provide a public benefit and to be in accordance with conservation and strategic goals developed by local governments and non-governmental organizations. It also proposes
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specific policy reforms, drawn from other sections of the Code, to achieve this goal.
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Amy lives in southern Maine in between Portland and the greater Boston metropolitan area, an expanding region with much urban sprawl. She is the owner of a large farm, which contains forest, grasslands, and a stream. She inherited the property from her recently deceased parents, who were the third generation in her family to farm the land. She does not farm the land, however, and it has not been farmed in some time. Amy is torn between selling the land, as she has no productive use for it and knows she could make a lot of money from a developer, and protecting the natural landscape that is so close to her family. She hears from a local land trust about how placing a conservation easement on the property will protect the land from development and could also provide her with significant tax benefits. Amy wishes to place a conservation easement on the property. The tax benefits from donating the easement incentivize her to protect the land—providing a benefit to her and her community.

But nearby, a group of real estate attorneys and their investment bank friends have formed a limited liability company and have decided to purchase a small piece of property in a flood plain—land that will never be developed due to its flood risk and which was previously clear-cut and contaminated by a local power company. They also decide to place their property under the protection of a conservation easement—influenced not by the intent of environmental protection, but solely by their ability to claim a large tax break.

Both Amy and the profiteers will likely be able to claim a deduction for their easements. But their intent diverges greatly. This disparity, and the general inability of the tax code to address this challenge, threatens to undermine the conservation easement deduction as a whole.

These issues of developers, fraud, and other abuses never came up when Section 170(h), the provision of the federal tax code authorizing conservation easements, was enacted. Instead, the drafters envisioned a system that would incent well-meaning property owners to protect their property for the greater good. They did not envision highly dubious deductions that clearly violated the spirit of the Code, let alone major abuse. Revision is now needed.

* * *

It is often said that land is America’s most valuable resource. But America’s natural landscapes face endless pressure from development,
resource extraction, and other irreversible development changes. Fortunately, Congress believes the protection of natural areas provides a significant public benefit and stimulates preservation through federal tax policy. The Senate Finance Committee first acknowledged the critical role of conservation easements in 1980. Recognizing this, Congress amended the Internal Revenue Code to allow a tax deduction for the charitable contribution of conservation easements: legal agreements restricting the development of property for the permanent preservation of land for habitat protection, open space and historic preservation, and public recreation.

Conservation easements are a uniquely American form of property ownership and a relatively recent innovation—they did not become popular until just 40 years ago. And like many other American innovations, their use raises questions that it may benefit the wealthy at the expense of its overall policy goals. This article first describes a background on conservation easements and their unique role in environmentalism and both property and tax law.

The deduction, once estimated to cost the federal government less than $10 million a year, now costs billions of dollars annually. The deduction is one of the largest environmental and land management programs in the federal budget. Its estimated cost in foregone revenue in

---


3. Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Dep’t of the Treasury, A Report to the Congress on the Use of Tax Deductions for Donations of Conservation Easements 4, 8 (1988) (on file with author); see also Bradford Updike & Bryan Mick, Conservation Easements: The Federal Tax Rules and Special Considerations Applicable to Syndicated Transactions, 49 Creighton L. Rev. 293, 295-96 (2016) (describing how “The United States Congress determined years ago that it was in the country’s best interest to preserve land of ecological or historic importance in a manner that protects conservation values identified by Congress as being important.”).


5. I.R.C. § 170(h); 26 C.F.R. § 1.170A-14. This article calls this mechanism a conservation easement and acknowledges that there are various forms of conservation tools. This article will not focus on what are referred to as agricultural conservation easements, but it will draw on discussion of this closely related topic.


7. See infra note 74.


9. Id. at 223 (“Through just three Farm Bill programs, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
2016 was comparable with the entire budgets of the National Park Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, and Bureau of Land Management that year. The deduction is also the most favored form of charitable contribution in the Internal Revenue Code. Conservation easement deductions now have the highest average dollar value of any class of charitable donations of property—ten and fifty times more valuable than the average donation of appreciated securities and artwork, respectively.

The impact of conservation easements is enormous. Their use has also expanded at a nearly exponential clip. In 1980, only 128,000 acres of land across the United States were protected using conservation easement agreements. As discussed in Section II, their use increased slowly but steadily over the next two decades, before exploding in popularity at the turn of the century. From 2000 to 2006, the amount of acreage nearly doubled, from three to six million acres. And between 2010 and 2015, easements permanently protected nine million additional acres. Today, more than 27 million acres are protected under easements. Additional estimates suggest more than 40 million acres are protected.

Revisions to the Internal Revenue Code are needed, however, to
prevent abuse and ensure the deduction results in effective and equitable conservation. The deduction, despite providing immense benefits to land preservation and the American environment, does not always result in quality land conservation. It is also a target for abuse and tax fraud. This article offers suggestions to ensure this important government policy results in substantial public and environmental benefit.

This article first provides an overview of current law, including a discussion of the development of the relevant Code provision and Treasury regulations. Next, it discusses challenges with the Code provision, which include a lack of clear public benefit given the amount spent on the deduction, as well as the abuse of the deduction. Both threaten to undermine the credibility of this important land conservation tool.

In response to these issues, this article suggests revisions to the Code’s definition of a qualified “conservation purpose” to ensure the deduction results in effective and equitable conservation. The article then makes three recommendations to implement this change, drawing from other provisions in the Internal Revenue Code. First, it suggests implementing a registry of “conservation zones,” similar to the recent Opportunity Zone program. Next, it suggests creating an oversight panel, similar to the Internal Revenue Service’s Art Advisory Panel, to assess conservation purpose and public benefit for certain transactions. Finally, it recommends ways to increase public disclosure of easement deductions to increase accountability and transparency. Firmer rules and standards are necessary to ensure the deduction results in adequate public benefit and continues to serve as a driver of conservation.19

Congress should provide clearer guidance to the courts, landowners, and conservationists regarding what a proper “conservation purpose” is. As this article argues, it is unclear that the enormous amount of this tax expenditure results in adequate protection of ecologically sensitive areas. It is also clear that abuse and misuse of the deduction are rampant—and undermine the critical role of this land protection tool and the dedicated and honest conservationists who use it. Clear guidance from Congress and the Treasury will promote public confidence in conservation easements, ensure that limited federal tax dollars are spent on an effective program,

and ensure that easements will continue to provide significant public benefit for decades and generations to come.20

II. BACKGROUND AND CURRENT LAW

A. Conservation Easements’ History and Popularity Explained

Easements are a creature of common law.21 Conservation easements are legal agreements between a landowner and an organization—often public agencies or non-profits—that restrict future development activities on the property to protect its conservation value.22 They are a “revolutionary departure” from common law,23 however, in that they are a rare exception to property law’s disfavor towards negative easements and servitudes that prevent future landowners from using their land.24 As discussed in Part B.1. below, the federal government uses tax policy to promote the use of conservation easements. Put simply, conservation easements provide landowners with financial incentives—through the federal tax code—to conserve and protect land.25

Conservation easements are also a uniquely American form of property law and land preservation. There is little discussion of the use of conservation easements in other countries.26 And when there is, such discussion is more academic and theoretical—focusing on whether the easement would be a proper tool—rather than assessing effectiveness in a particular country. In Canada, while easements are used in a limited form, it is unclear whether they are permissible under Canadian common law.27 In addition, some scholars argue that while conservation easements

21. THOMAS S. BARRETT & PUTNAM LIVERMORE, THE CONSERVATION EASEMENT IN CALIFORNIA 3 (1983); see also Smith, supra note 2, at 728 (describing conservation easements as a “novel and promising variation of an old legal tool.”).
27. Id. at 110-11.
Easements were first used in the 1930s by the National Park Service to protect scenic views along highways, but this was not widespread or emulated by others until the 1950s and 1960s, when the Wisconsin Highway Department began to protect scenic views along highways.\textsuperscript{29} The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service then quickly followed to acquire easements to protect waterfowl habitat for migratory birds.\textsuperscript{30} Organizations outside of government joined in as well. The Nature Conservancy accepted its first easement in 1961.\textsuperscript{31}

1. The benefits of conservation easements as a land protection tool.

Voluntary conservation activity on private land is needed to achieve conservation on the scale needed for species or natural systems to thrive.\textsuperscript{32} Easements represent an opportunity to engage in substantial environmental protection on private land. Private parties own most of the land in the United States.\textsuperscript{33} Accordingly, private lands comprise a significant amount of the nation’s ecosystems.\textsuperscript{34} For example, about 95\% of all endangered plant and wildlife species are located on private lands.\textsuperscript{35} In addition, the federal government owns only about 28\% of the total acreage in the country.\textsuperscript{36} This means that policymaking must turn to the protection of private lands. Conservation easements can be a tool in this mission.

Conservation easements are often preferable to other land protection tools because they


\textsuperscript{30} William H. Whyte, \textit{The Last Landscape} 92-93 (1968).

\textsuperscript{31} Roddewig, supra note 29, at 681 (providing an excellent description of a wide variety of early adopted easement programs at the local, state, and federal government levels).


\textsuperscript{35} Updike & Mick, supra note 3, at 296.

\textsuperscript{36} Vincent et al., supra note 33, at 1.
strategies as they are a flexible, decentralized, and typically cost-effective way to protect parcels with valuable conservation attributes. Purchasing conservation easements is less costly than purchasing full title, as an easement is a partial interest and leaves the fee simple in private hands. Also, protection through an easement is often accomplished much faster than an outright acquisition in fee simple—timing that can make all the difference in whether a parcel is protected or developed. Finally, outright purchase of land is not appropriate or feasible in many cases. Easements allow government agencies and non-profit organizations, which are increasingly facing fiscal pressures, to still engage in environmental protection activity. In addition, easements serve as a potent weapon to protect natural resources—especially as some believe the traditional regulatory programs, such as the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, and Endangered Species Act may have reached the limits of their effectiveness.

The availability of the easement deduction also fills a void in the many jurisdictions which lack either the land use planning tools or necessary political willpower to accomplish the goals conservation easements achieve. For example, direct, heavy-handed government regulation, such as in the form of urban growth boundaries, mandatory development plans, or zoning requirements, may be politically unpalatable to state and local elected officials—as well as to their constituents.

Easements are thus attractive in a political climate hostile to direct government regulation. This is especially the case in many Western

38. See Comment, Preserving Rural Land Resources: The California Westside, 1 ECOLOGY L.Q. 330, 355-56 (1971) ("Easements present cost-saving advantages. They cost less to acquire than a fee interest, they permit the land to be used productively, and the lands involved are not completely removed from the property tax rolls because of public ownership.").
39. Bray, supra note 37, at 174 (explaining how easements “are able to bring some lands under conservation more cheaply, or at least more quickly, than other conservation alternatives.”).
40. JOAN YOUNGMAN, A GOOD TAX 111 (2016).
41. See Morris & Rissman, supra note 9, at 1239-40 (“Enormous amounts of public money are being spent on conservation easements in the form of direct purchases by public agencies, public grants to nonprofit land trusts, and tax subsidies for conservation easement donations.").
42. Kertz, supra note 25, at 139.
43. Nancy A. McLaughlin & Mark Benjamin Machlis, Protecting the Public Interest and Investment in Conservation: A Response to Professor Korngold’s Critique of Conservation Easements, 2008 UTAH L. REV. 1561, 1567 (2008) (describing how conservation easements can fill a gap in land planning tools); see also Smith, supra note 2, at 735-38 (describing advantages to government agencies and property owners).
44. Nancy A. McLaughlin, Increasing the Tax Incentives for Conservation Easement
communities. Easements permit private parties to implement land use controls with limited government intervention, planning, or oversight.\textsuperscript{45} Finally, purchasing easements shields government agencies against takings claims, which frequently occur with other environmental protection methods.\textsuperscript{46} For these reasons, easements provide a potent tool in the modern American conservation toolbox.

The widespread use of easements does have well-founded criticism. Many have argued, for example, that easements can create "unfair distributional side effects in the present and ... may lock future generations into inefficient and undesirable conservation commitments."\textsuperscript{47} Instead, tax policy should only incentivize those with valuable conservation purposes. Also, the decentralized nature of the easement results in "scattershot" conservation achieving limited goals.\textsuperscript{48} Creating a stricter "conservation purpose" test, as discussed in Section IV.A., will address these concerns.

B. History of the Deduction

1. Legislative history.

The IRS authorized the first easement deduction in 1964 when it granted a deduction to a taxpayer who gratuitously conveyed an easement to the federal government to maintain a scenic, forested view alongside a highway.\textsuperscript{49} The taxpayer received a deduction equal to the fair market value of the easement.\textsuperscript{50} The following year, an IRS news release advertised the availability of deductions for donations of scenic easements.

\textsuperscript{45} YOUNGMAN, supra note 40, at 130; see also Adena R. Rissman, Evaluating Conservation Effectiveness and Adaptation in Dynamic Landscapes, 74 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 145, 150 (2011) (explaining how "[p]roperty rights are viewed as more resistant to political and economic change than other conservation tools such as regulation.").

\textsuperscript{46} STEVE BOILARD & DANA CURRY, CAL. LEGIS. ANALYST'S OFF., CALIFORNIA'S LAND CONSERVATION EFFORTS: THE ROLE OF STATE CONSERVANCIES (2001) (discussing how "the potential for legal challenge continues to complicate these agencies' activities.").

\textsuperscript{47} Bray, supra note 37, at 136.


\textsuperscript{49} Rev. Rul. 64-205, 1964-2 C.B. 62; see also McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 10-11. Easements were used by government agencies throughout the 20th century, including by the federal and state governments in the 1930s and 1940s for scenic preservation. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service began using easements extensively to protect waterfowl breeding habits in the Dakotas and in Minnesota starting in the 1950s. See BARRETT & LIVERMORE, supra note 21, at 4-5.

\textsuperscript{50} Rev. Rul. 64-205, 1964-2 C.B. 62.
to government agencies.\textsuperscript{51} Next, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 revised the Code to curb perceived abuses and deny deductions for nearly all charitable contributions of partial interests.\textsuperscript{52} This inadvertently eliminated the deduction.\textsuperscript{53}

Congress subsequently moved to provide explicit statutory authority for easement deductions in the Tax Reform Act of 1976.\textsuperscript{54} The 1976 Act authorized deductions for easements donated to a government entity or qualifying charitable group exclusively for one of the following purposes: the preservation of land areas for public outdoor recreation or education, or scenic enjoyment; the preservation of historically important land areas or structures; or the protection of natural environmental systems.\textsuperscript{55} This formed the basis of the modern statutory framework.

Congress then moved to refine the law into its modern-day provision. First, in 1977, Congress limited the deduction to the donation of permanent easements.\textsuperscript{56} Next, in 1980, Congress restricted the deduction only to easements donated to publicly supported charities or government agencies.\textsuperscript{57} The 1980 Tax Treatment Extension Act also provided explicit authority for deductions for the preservation of open space.\textsuperscript{58} The Treasury then published final regulations for the income tax deduction in early 1986.\textsuperscript{59} Treasury officials and leading conservation attorneys worked hand in hand to draft the regulations.\textsuperscript{60} This formed the Code provision and regulations that exist today.

The legislative framework has not changed since the 1980 congressional action and final regulations in 1986. This legislation left unnecessary vagueness, an issue that continues to fester to this day. Prior

\textsuperscript{51} McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 11.
\textsuperscript{53} I.R.C. § 170(f)(3)(A); see also McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 11.
\textsuperscript{54} Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-455, 90 Stat. 1520 (1976); see also McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 12.
\textsuperscript{57} See Act of Dec. 17, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-541, § 6, 94 Stat. 3204, 3206-08 (1980); see also McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 50-51 (explaining that this was due to concerns that landowners were abusing the provision to donate portions of their backyards to local neighborhood foundations).
\textsuperscript{60} Land trusts consulted extensively with Congress and Treasury in structuring § 170(h) and the Treasury regulations. McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 15.
to passage of the Tax Treatment Extension Act of 1980, which promulgated the current version of the conservation purposes requirement, Treasury officials expressed consternation over how the legislation did not include a "sufficiently precise" definition. Treasury officials worried this would result in deductions without adequate public benefit, foreshadowing present concerns. Joint Committee staff expressed a similar concern in 2005. The IRS avoids requiring a more stringent definition of conservation purposes. In 1980, the court rejected an IRS argument that only land of "distinctive ecological significance" may qualify as a tax-exempt function of an environmental charitable organization. This IRS private letter ruling, a non-precedential decision binding only on the parties involved, came before Congress and the Treasury Department promulgated the final developed regulations on the deduction.

Notable expansions to the deduction occurred in the 21st century. In 2006, Congress expanded the annual deduction from 30 to 50% of taxable income for up to 16 years, and ranchers and farmers could deduct 100% of income. Congress permanently extended the deduction in 2015. The Republican-led House Ways and Means Committee described the deduction as "an important way of encouraging conservation and preservation," and argued that it should be permanently extended.

Easement donations also provide gift and estate tax benefits. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 allowed taxpayers to claim a charitable gift or estate tax deduction for an easement donation. The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 expanded the estate tax incentives and allowed up to 40% of the value of land burdened by a conservation easement to be excluded from an estate for estate tax purposes. Congress incrementally expanded the

62. Id.; see also OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS, supra note 3, at 9 (on file with author).
total amount of this exclusion from 1999 to 2002. This was intended to provide benefits for “cash poor, land rich” property owners who may not receive much benefit from the income tax deduction. Together, these deductions provide powerful incentives for landowners to donate conservation easements. They also result in large tax expenditures each year.

2. Growth of the use of the deduction over time.

The growth of both the use of conservation easements and the land conservation movement is interwoven with the federal tax deduction. Conservation easements have “exploded” onto the landscape and now eclipse all other tools in the modern American conservation toolbox. The use of conservation easements started taking off in the early 1980s. However, their use was initially sporadic and growth was slow. In the early years after the 1980 legislation, due to the lack of clear regulations from the Treasury Department, most taxpayers sought private letter rulings, which then took over a year to receive, to ensure their deduction would not subsequently be challenged by the IRS. This slowed down the pace of conservation easement use. But in the mid-1980s, following the adoption of the final Treasury regulations and explicit authorization of the easement deduction practice, the number of acres protected each year grew as landowners became more familiar with the practice.

72. Bray, supra note 37, at 174.
74. Roddewig, supra note 29, at 683 (“[I]t was tax legislation enacted in 1980 that truly ushered in a national conservation easement movement.”).
76. McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 20-21; see also Halperin, supra note 61, at 30.
C. Current Law and Tax Benefits


The Code labels conservation easements as “qualified conservation contributions.” A qualified conservation contribution is a contribution: “(A) of a qualified real property interest, (B) to a qualified organization, [and] (C) exclusively for conservation purposes.” The contribution must also be in perpetuity. The donation must meet all requirements of I.R.C. § 170(h) to qualify for the deduction. These requirements are discussed in turn.

First, the deduction must be for a real property interest. A qualified interest can be a complete or partial interest, so long as it is a restriction on the use of land. The Treasury regulations list two types of qualified real property interests. The first is a conservation easement, which in tax code parlance is referred to as a “perpetual conservation restriction.” The second is a “qualified mineral interest”—the fee simple interest minus a mineral interest, which must be for conservation purposes. A mineral interest is a donor’s interest in subsurface minerals, oils, or gas—and the right to access such minerals. This article, and the bulk of easement law, focuses on perpetual conservation restrictions.

In order for a donation to be deductible, the easement must be held by a “qualified organization.” Qualified organizations are either government units or public charities. The organization must be committed to protecting the conservation purposes of the easement. These organizations serve as watchdogs against violations of the easement restriction. Public charities must meet a statutory public support test. Alternatively, a charity may qualify if it receives “a

78. I.R.C. § 170(h)(5)(A); Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(g)(6) (as amended in 2009); Rissman, supra note 45, at 151 (“This emphasis on perpetuity is understandable in light of the persistent threats to conserved areas.”).
83. I.R.C. § 170(h)(3).
85. C. TIMOTHY LINDSTROM, A TAX GUIDE TO CONSERVATION EASEMENTS 29 (2008) (“Easement holders, in theory, provide the assurance that the substantial subsidy provided by the nation’s taxpayers for voluntary land conservation is a good investment.”).
86. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(c)(1)(iii); see also LINDSTROM, supra note 85, at 31-32.
substantial amount” of funds from the public or exists for the sole purpose of supporting a government organization.87 Private foundations are not “public charities” and therefore cannot hold easements.88

More than three-fourths of the land held under easement is protected by non-profit land trust organizations.89 “Virtually all” land trusts are organized as publicly-supported charitable organizations.90 These organizations have credibility with and access to landowners, and knowledge of local land and community needs.91 Federal, state, and local government agencies also hold conservation easements.92 Many government agencies are also effectively organized as land trusts.93

Next, the contribution must be “exclusively for conservation purposes.”94 The Code defines a conservation purpose as:

(i) [T]he preservation of land areas for outdoor recreation by, or the education of, the general public,

(ii) the protection of a relatively natural habitat of fish, wildlife, or plants, or similar ecosystem,

(iii) the preservation of open space (including farmland and forest land) where such preservation is—

(I) for the scenic enjoyment of the general public, or

(II) pursuant to a clearly delineated Federal, State, or local governmental conservation policy,

and will yield a significant public benefit, or

(iv) the preservation of an historically important land area or a certified historic structure.95

87. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-14(c)(1)(ii); see also LINDSKOM, supra note 85, at 34.
88. LINDSKOM, supra note 85, at 32-33.
90. McLaughlin, supra note 44, at 61-62.
91. Id. at 6.
The conservation purpose requirement is a tool for ensuring that only appropriate properties are eligible for participation in the conservation easement program. The test is incredibly vague and does too little to filter out properties. While the requirement is intended to ensure the public receive some minimum amount of benefit from the creation of the easement, this does not always occur. Reforms to ensure significant public benefit occurs are discussed in the following sections.

2. Current tax benefit.

Taxpayers can receive a federal income tax deduction of up to 50% of adjusted gross income (AGI). The deduction is equal to the difference in the appraised value of the property before and after it is burdened by the easement. Qualified farmers and ranchers may deduct up to 100% of AGI. Taxpayers may carry over excess amounts in each of the 15 succeeding years following the deduction. This means a landowner may receive a deduction for his contribution for many years. This is an exceptionally generous charitable deduction. Taxpayers may also receive federal gift and estate tax deductions, as well as benefits at the state and local levels.

It is helpful to explain these benefits through an example. We return to Amy, the landowner of the farm in the Introduction. Amy’s AGI is $150,000 per year and she expects her income to stay the same over the coming years.

She works with the local land trust to negotiate the terms of the easement, which will protect important local flora and fauna, prevent commercial development, and allow her family to continue living on a small segment of the land. She then hires a “qualified appraiser,”

---

97. Id. at 62.
98. See infra Part IV.
100. Schapiro v. Comm’r, 61 T.C.M. (CCH) 2215 (1991) (holding that the fair market value of an easement is based on the “highest and best use”).
103. Until 2009, qualified conservation contributions had more favorable tax treatment than most other charitable contributions by providing larger write-offs and a longer carryforward of deductions into future years. See Sam Young, *Conversations: William T. Hutton*, 126 Tax Notes 578, 581 (2010). After the 2015 Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act, this is again the case.
conduct a “qualified appraisal.”\footnote{Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(2)-(3), (5).} The appraiser first looks at the fair market value of the property—the value it would fetch in an arms’ length transaction—without the easement. Next, the appraiser determines the value of the land with the easement on it. The appraiser would consider factors such as sales for similar properties under easement, other properties both developed and undeveloped, and the terms of the easement. With these factors in mind, the following hypothetical figures illustrate the tax benefits.

The appraiser values the fair market value of Amy’s farm at $4 million. But with the easement on the land, the value of the property drops to $3 million. This is a 25% drop in the value.

The value of the easement is most often determined using the “before and after” method, comparing the two appraisals.\footnote{Nancy A. McLaughlin, \textit{Conservation Easements and the Valuation Conundrum}, 19 FLA. TAX REV. 225, 227 (2016); see Schapiro v. Comm’r, 61 T.C.M. (CCH) 2215 (1991).} This is the value of the charitable deduction. So here, the value of the charitable deduction is $1 million. The appraiser must first look to see if there is a substantial record of comparable sales of similar easements. The before and after method is an inexact science.\footnote{McLaughlin, \textit{supra} note 105, at 227.}

This will provide Amy with a large federal income tax benefit. She will need to claim her benefit over a number of years. In the first year, she can claim a $75,000 deduction. However, she can “carry forward” the deduction for up to 15 years—meaning that she can continue claiming the deduction in the years to come until she reaches her $1 million value. Amy could then claim $75,000 for each of the next 12 years, and then claim $25,000 in the 14th year, to receive the benefit of her full $1 million easement value. If, in the alternative, Amy were a farmer, her income tax benefits would be even greater. Finally, the value of her property for estate tax purposes would be reduced substantially.

A basic tax law primer is useful. A deduction is a reduction of the amount of a taxpayer’s income that is subject to tax. So if a taxpayer has $150,000 in income, but receives a deduction of $75,000, then she is only taxed on $75,000 of her income. This provides substantial benefits. The dollar value is based on the amount saved by not having to pay taxes on the amount that is deducted. So if this deduction of Amy’s would be subject to a 25% tax rate, then the value of her deduction is $18,750 per year. These are immense benefits.
D. Size of the Expenditure

The size of the easement deduction tax expenditure has increased over the years. In 1980, the federal government believed it would forego $5 million in income tax revenue each year due to the deduction. From 2008 to 2012, the deduction cost taxpayers more than $1.6 billion. In 2016, the most recent year for which official information is available from the Treasury, the expenditure totaled $4.2 billion dollars. More recent data, based on combing SEC filings and other data sets, suggest that the amount claimed is even higher.

The size of the expenditure has steadily increased most years since 2011, with a dip in 2015. Syndicates generated nearly $27 billion in charitable contributions between 2010 and 2017. This shows no signs of slowing down absent enforcement actions by the IRS or changes to the Code. The Joint Committee on Taxation staff does not list the 170(h) deduction in its annual tax expenditure table, stating that quantification is not available. Instead, all tax expenditures, but especially expenditures of this large nature, ought to be scrutinized to ensure they continue to provide benefits.

III. ISSUES WITH THE CURRENT PROVISION

A. Does the Deduction Actually Provide Conservation Value?

The deduction undoubtedly results in the protection of important natural and culturally significant areas. Conservation easements helped facilitate the purchase and protection of iconic California areas such as Hearst Castle, Santa Cruz Island, and much of Pfeiffer-Big Sur State Park. However, it is unclear if the deduction effectively fosters and
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incentivizes high-quality conservation on a larger scale.

Empirical research suggests the deduction may not be fully achieving its purpose. The value of the deduction may not match the substantial tax break received by wealthy property owners.\textsuperscript{115} Adam Looney described the deduction as “depriving the government of billions of dollars of revenue and in some cases doing little to advance environmental protection.”\textsuperscript{116} Looney also concluded donations are often concentrated in transactions “unrelated to conservation benefits.”\textsuperscript{117} For example, more than one-third of deductions nationwide between 2010 and 2012 occurred in Georgia, a state with 1.5% of conserved land.\textsuperscript{118} Similarly, donations are clustered in high-cost areas such as Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts or Westchester, New York.\textsuperscript{119} This concentration suggests environmental protection gives way to tax planning strategies for the wealthy.

This uncertainty also elicits unease from leading tax policy scholars. For example, Professor Daniel Halperin expresses concern over how “the revenue loss from the charitable deduction for easement donations might well be far more than the public benefit provided.”\textsuperscript{120} Admittedly, it is difficult to discern the dollar value of the public benefit. This is why this article later calls for more data to be provided by donors and recipient organizations so that this can be studied and analyzed further. Adam Looney of the Brookings Institution makes a similar point and argues that the tax expenditure may not flow to the preservation of properties with a high conservation value.\textsuperscript{121} Professor Nancy McLaughlin has expressed similar concern in her many law review articles on the topic.\textsuperscript{122}

This uncertainty places a stain on the dedicated work of hardworking conservation organizations and genuinely motivated landowners

\textsuperscript{115} Elliott G. Wolf, Note, Simultaneously Waste and Wasted Opportunity: The Inequality of Federal Tax Incentives for Conservation Easement Donations, 31 STAN. ENV’T L.J. 315, 316 (2012) (“[T]he current scheme fails to maximize the marginal conservation accomplished per dollar of foregone tax revenue because of ample empirical evidence that the wealthy do not value conservation less than others.”).

\textsuperscript{116} ADAM LOONEY, TAX POL’Y CTR., CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF CONSERVATION EASEMENTS 1 (2017).

\textsuperscript{117} Id.

\textsuperscript{118} Id. at 2.

\textsuperscript{119} Id.

\textsuperscript{120} Halperin, supra note 61, at 32.

\textsuperscript{121} LOONEY, supra note 116, at 2.

\textsuperscript{122} See generally McLaughlin, supra note 105; Nancy A. McLaughlin, Rethinking the Perpetual Nature of Conservation Easements, 29 HARV. ENV’T L. REV. 421 (2005); McLaughlin, supra note 44.
nationwide.\textsuperscript{123} Local land trusts play an important role. They often know the local properties and can sense what would be a valuable property to protect. They also are well-connected: they employ or know lawyers who can draft easements and negotiate donations; they know appraisers who understand land conservation; they know, most importantly, the local community of landowners and have spent decades building trust, credibility, and expertise.

These organizations also are long-term players in a local community. Many, if not most, have been around for decades. If, like most do, they hold easements, they are also responsible for maintaining and upholding the property in perpetuity. These groups are key pieces of the fabric of a local community. These groups are also actively opposed to the current abusive schemes.\textsuperscript{124}

This deduction also further exacerbates how the federal tax code favors wealthy, predominantly white taxpayers. Evidence suggests current deductions overwhelmingly flow to wealthy landowners; mirroring the tax code as a whole.\textsuperscript{125} For example, a Black Family Land Trust review of state income tax conservation easement tax credits in Virginia found black landowners received only 1\% of total easement value there.\textsuperscript{126} The deduction provides much greater benefits to wealthy taxpayers than it does to those of moderate or limited means.\textsuperscript{127} Also, easement deductions are more regressive than the deduction for charitable contributions of cash.\textsuperscript{128} The literature, scholarship, and data on these points is scare. The tax code does little collection of data based on race

\textsuperscript{123} See Updike & Mick, supra note 3, at 35 (speculating that easements will begin to see more traction as an investment opportunity for high income people); see also Peter J. Reilly, Tax Planning for the High Salary Pauper, FORBES (Nov. 23, 2019 6:11 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/peterjreilly/2019/11/23/tax-planning-for-the-high-salary-pauper/?sh=1fe372376079.


\textsuperscript{125} Roddewig, supra note 29, at 678 ("Should we continue to, in effect, subsidize their conservation activities through federal and state tax incentives that primarily benefit wealthy landowners?"), See generally DOROTHY A. BROWN, THE WHITENESS OF WEALTH (2021).


\textsuperscript{127} See Wolf, supra note 115, at 320-23 (describing a pair of hypothetical cases to show how the deduction benefits wealthy landowners much more than "cash-poor" landowners); Parker, supra note 11 ("Individuals with higher adjusted gross incomes effectively pay a lower after-tax ‘price’ to donate conservation easements.").

\textsuperscript{128} Wolf, supra note 115, at 323.
and ethnicity\textsuperscript{129}\textemdash a practice that may change under a Biden Administration.

In addition, it is unclear if the provision actually encourages landowners to engage in conservation and preservation activities. With regard to conservation easements, \textquotedblleft it may not be the best use of public funds to give property tax breaks to landowners who simply maintain their land just as they otherwise would.\textquotedblright\textsuperscript{130} A key tenet of tax policy is that a tax break should encourage behavior that would not have occurred absent government intervention, rather than simply subsidizing or rewarding what taxpayers would have done anyway.\textsuperscript{131} This concern has existed for decades. The Treasury Department expressed concern in both 1979 and 1987 over how landowners with no desire to sell or develop their land give up very little by donating an easement.\textsuperscript{132}

Recent research supports this concern. One study concluded many easement donors do not place high value on the development rights for which they are receiving a deduction or would engage in conservation without an incentive.\textsuperscript{133} Similarly, Professor Nancy McLaughlin, a leading expert on easement law, argues the deduction is most effective at stimulating donations from wealthy landowners who do not intend to either develop their land or use it in a manner inconsistent with conservation priorities.\textsuperscript{134} Professor Dominic Parker reaches a similar conclusion: his research suggests easements may reward landowners for actions they would take regardless of the incentive and these donations


\textsuperscript{131} Id.

\textsuperscript{132} See \textit{Minor Tax Bills: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Select Revenue Measures of the H. Comm. on Ways \& Means}, 96th Cong. 174 (1980) (\textquotedblleft [F]or a taxpayer who does not have the present intention to sell or develop the property, the gift of, for example, a conservation easement, while perhaps diminishing the value of the property, does not do so until a later date; in particular, it may have no material impact on the continuing enjoyment of the property by the donor of the easement.	extquotedblright); see also OFFICE OF TAX ANALYSIS, supra note 3, at 8-9 (\textquotedblleft [I]t is possible that no such stimulation is taking place \textemdash all of the conservation easement donations that are made would be made even in the absence of deductibility \textemdash so that the only impact of allowing the tax deduction is foregone tax revenue.	extquotedblright).

\textsuperscript{133} Eagle, supra note 96, at 78.
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may not provide long-term conservation value. While the public may benefit from the land protection, it is unclear if it is worth the cost.

This tax policy concern is exemplified by high-profile instances of deductions with questionable conservation value. For instance, newspaper headlines highlight examples of taxpayers receiving deductions for donating conservation easements on properties such as golf courses. These contributions "fuel[] concerns that some donations of easements have benefitted donors more than they have furthered conservation causes." For example, President Donald J. Trump received a $39 million deduction for an easement placed on his Bedminster, New Jersey golf course, as well as a separate deduction for a driving range in California. President Trump has received more than $100 million in total for similar deductions. Former National Football League superstar Warren Sapp has also been caught up in litigation over an easement's true value. These are among the most high-profile instances of deductions with dubious conservation value, but similar examples arise annually all across the country. The Treasury Department announced its intention to eliminate the deduction for golf courses in its 2015 Revenue Proposal, but this proposal was never implemented during the Trump Administration.

These high-profile examples reflect a larger trend. A "relatively small
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number of taxpayers, transactions, and donee organizations reap a large share of the total tax benefit.”

These most often involve lands that are unlikely to ever be developed and are motivated primarily by financial gain that will not require donors to give up much, if anything at all.

Roughly 10% of acreage conserved claimed nearly 70% of all tax benefits; and 2% of transactions accounted for 43% of all deductions. Adam Looney found that about 25 organizations, of more than 1,700 nationwide, received about half of all donations. Put another way, less than 2% of eligible organizations receive more than half of the benefit. Many of these are small organizations, not large, nationally recognized organizations such as The Nature Conservancy which operate across the country with budgets the size of large corporations. Clay County, Georgia, for example—a county with a shrinking population and with many thousands of acres unlikely to be vulnerable from development—is the location for a disproportionate amount of claimed deductions. Many of these groups are not even touted local land trusts known for their ability to deliver conservation at low overhead and administrative costs. While concerning, these transactions are completely legal. They suggest the Code permits deductions that do not result in a public benefit.

B. Tax Fraud and Tax Shelters

The deduction also elicits illegal tax avoidance strategies. Attempts to use the easement deduction to create tax shelters—legal strategies to reduce the amount of income tax owed—have persisted for decades. For example, in 2004, the IRS issued regulations to crack down on “conservation buyer transactions,” where charities purchased property of sometimes dubious conservation value, labeled the parcel a conservation easement, resold the property subject to the easement for a lower price,
and collected a substantial charitable contribution from the buyer.\footnote{147} This practice ended after an IRS investigation, as well as reporting by the Washington Post.\footnote{148}

A new scenario is currently popular. These are essentially "tax shelters masquerading as conservation easement transactions."\footnote{149} In these schemes, known as syndicated easements, owners gather investors and hire a private appraiser who gives the property a highly inflated appraised value.\footnote{150} Syndicated partnership investors, on average, claimed $9 in deductions for each dollar they put in.\footnote{151} This scheme claimed $6.8 billion in 2017.\footnote{152} The scheme continued to grow in popularity throughout the 2010s. The number of syndicated easement transactions increased heavily in 2020, with no sign of stopping, despite increased IRS scrutiny.\footnote{153}

Tax shelters of any kind are hard to understand. This helps them avoid public scrutiny and widespread publicity.\footnote{154} Here is how the syndicate fraud scheme works. First, a promoter, a businessperson coordinating the process to make a profit, purchases a relatively worthless parcel of land; property with a low fair market value that is likely also devoid of conservation value. Next, the promoter "syndicates," or transfers, the land...
to his investor through a partnership, a legal entity. The promoter then finds a developer, who has no intention of actually developing on the property, to prepare an investment and development plan for the property. Then, the promoter turns to an appraiser, who is also likely in on the scheme, to provide a greatly inflated valuation. With this information in hand, the promoter is then ready to turn a quick profit. The promoter finds a land trust or other qualified recipient, also likely in on the game, to donate the easement to. The promoter then claims a massive deduction—equal to the difference between the sham fair market value based on the sham development and the value of the property with the easement attached—and passes this on to the partnership of investors. In a partnership, the income tax flows down, or “passes through,” from the legal partnership entity to the individual partners. So the promoter’s investors would be able to claim these deductions on their individual income tax returns. In this scheme, tax cheats win, and the greater public loses.

A 2020 Senate Finance Committee report shed light on this process. The Senate Finance Committee subpoenaed a number of these groups. It found emails showing promoters taking orders from their clients on how much of an easement deduction they would like to purchase through the sham transaction. The Committee described how these promoters and their investors held no interest in land investment or environmental protection and just wanted to buy tax deductions.155

These transactions are the subject of U.S. Senate and federal prosecutor inquiry. The Department of Justice first filed a lawsuit, a test case of sorts, over a high-profile syndicate in 2018.156 In November 2019, the IRS announced it would broadly pursue civil and criminal cases against syndicated easement promoters, tax preparers, and appraisers.157

155. Id. at 6.
Observers note the IRS is pursuing a “scorched-earth” litigation and prosecution strategy, as the number of cases filed continues to grow and represents just the tip of the iceberg. The Senate is currently investigating these deals, as well as considering possible legislation in response. In August 2020, the Senate Finance Committee, following a lengthy investigation and many subpoenas, issued a damning report criticizing the scheme. And in December 2020, a group of schemers pled guilty for the first time in a case brought by the IRS and the Department of Justice. The IRS is currently offering settlements to cases docketed in federal court and expects more guilty pleas throughout 2021.

This abuse of the deduction illustrates the need for a larger, legislative reform. The IRS’ current approach of selectively targeting bad actors in lawsuits may not create a large enough deterrent and rankles practitioners. For example, the IRS found “no notable decrease” in the use of syndicated easement practices more than two years after labeling the practice as a “listed transaction,” the IRS’ equivalent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s “Most Wanted” list. This scheme is likely to
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continue due to limited IRS resources for enforcement.\textsuperscript{165} The Joint Committee on Taxation also recently estimated a reform bill intended to curb this specific type of abusive transaction would only produce temporary results and would result in additional loopholes for investors to exploit.\textsuperscript{166}

Revisions to the tax code are needed to stop these high-profile abuses.\textsuperscript{167} This abusive activity undermines the integrity of the provision, putting its future at risk and endangering the dedicated efforts of environmentalists and those who are honestly incentivized to place land under conservation easement protection.\textsuperscript{168} Reform is needed to preserve the integrity of this deduction to ensure it continues to be a tool available for decades to come.\textsuperscript{169}

IV. A POLICY REFORM: REVISINIG THE "CONSERVATION PURPOSES" REQUIREMENT

This article does not address ways of directly handling over-valuation abuse, as this is discussed extensively in the literature.\textsuperscript{170} The most effective way to address both this larger tax policy concern and widespread abuse is to require a more stringent and more definite "conservation purpose" for a charitable contribution to be eligible for the deduction.


\textsuperscript{167} Steven J. Small, \textit{A Modest Legislative Proposal to Shut Down Specific Tax Shelters}, 141 TAX NOTES 1085 (2016).


\textsuperscript{170} See, e.g., McLaughlin, \textit{supra} note 105, at 266 (providing a listing of conservation easement valuation dispute cases in the courts, largely before syndicated easement transaction cases were filed in the courts).
A. Rewriting the Conservation Purposes Requirement

1. Current (lack of) case law.

Very few cases address the "conservation purposes" requirement directly. Two influential cases from the first decade of the 21st century are the two main pieces of case law in this body of law. The author conducted a survey of case law and found only two subsequent cases that directly address the issue.

The first case, while influential, is not directly on point. In *Turner*, the Tax Court provided a clear example of an easement that did not satisfy the conservation purposes requirement.\(^{171}\) James Turner purchased property in Virginia to develop into single-family homes.\(^{172}\) However, half of the property was located in a recognized 100-year floodplain and could not be developed.\(^{173}\) After his efforts to sell the property failed, Turner donated the floodplain portion of the property and claimed a federal income tax deduction.\(^{174}\) The IRS challenged the deduction, and the Tax Court agreed. The Tax Court explained that the "conservation purpose" requirement was not met because the land could not have been developed.\(^{175}\)

The second case, *Glass*, is likely a reason the IRS is less likely to challenge a deduction on conservation purposes grounds. In *Glass*, a husband and wife (the Glasses) donated small portions of a ten-acre parcel located on the shores of Lake Michigan to a reputable local land trust.\(^{176}\) The Glasses claimed a federal charitable tax deduction that the IRS subsequently challenged—arguing the easement did not meet the conservation purposes test because it did not protect habitat.\(^{177}\) The Glasses contended the property protected eagle habitat, even though eagles did not live on the property and the land made up only a very small and fragmented piece of habitat. The Sixth Circuit ultimately sided with the Glasses.\(^{178}\) It concluded the Tax Court did not err when giving "habitat" its plain meaning—creating a very low threshold for what type
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of land qualifies as habitat. This lower standard for habitat will likely hinder later efforts to rein in future deductions.

Since Glass, only two published cases have addressed this issue directly. While each case reached different results, it appears clear that only the most blatant and abusive deduction is likely to fail the conservation purposes test, and that the Tax Court will almost certainly try to reach its decision on grounds other than the conservation purposes test.

In the first case, Irby, the taxpayer donated an easement on ranchland in Western Colorado, along with some cash consideration, to a local land trust. The cash consideration was financed by federal, state, and local dollars from programs intended to advance land preservation. The court summarily concluded the conservation purposes test was met, in part because the relevant publicly funded agencies—the federal Natural Resources Conservation Service, Great Outdoors Colorado (a fund established by the Colorado Constitution), and the local county agency funded by taxpayer dollars—all determined the parcel met their conservation criteria. This case shows that if the Tax Court does decide to engage with the conservation purposes requirement, a strong showing of support from conservation-based agencies will result in a favorable finding.

In the second case, Atkinson, the Tax Court concluded that a taxpayer’s easement donation and claimed deduction did not satisfy the conservation purposes requirement. This case provided a bright line as to what would not satisfy the test.

Unlike in Glass or Irby, in which the easement under question did contain some natural lands, the land in question here was a private golf course that used heavy amounts of pesticides and chemicals. Quite simply, the land was not in its original state or even in an undeveloped state. Further, the easement clearly was not intended to protect habitat, as the easement allowed the removal of native and non-native trees, digging and dredging land to develop the golf course, and engaging in limited construction activities. This case also likely turned in part on the taxpayer’s failure to offer evidence showing that the land was for the preservation of open space—which shifted the burden of proof to the

179. Id.
182. Id. at *8.
taxpayer.\textsuperscript{183} The court's decision turned on incredibly fact-intensive analysis. For example, it noted there was no management plan to ensure native trees were maintained in their natural state.\textsuperscript{184} The Tax Court noted that this was a developed golf course—unlike the "mostly undisturbed land" in \textit{Glass}.\textsuperscript{185}

Countless other cases have raised the conservation purpose issue in briefing but have not been decided on these grounds.\textsuperscript{186} The courts tend to make their decisions on other grounds such as valuation issues or the perpetuity requirement to avoid engaging with a fact-based intensive analysis of the conservation purpose issue. In addition, the IRS has often dropped their challenges on this ground to focus on other aspects.\textsuperscript{187} It is likely that the IRS recognizes it faces an uphill battle to win on a conservation purposes challenge after \textit{Glass}.

\section{2. Legislative and executive intent.}

The legislative history suggests Congress intended the deduction only to be available when an easement provided "public benefits above and beyond any potential gain to the owner."\textsuperscript{188} But the significant public benefit provision in the regulations, originally only for open space easements, has been identified and criticized as unclear and vague ever since the regulations were proposed in the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{189}

The legislative history of the deduction also reflects the continuing efforts of Congress and the IRS to ensure that deductibility is limited to easements that provide significant public benefit and that the potential for abuse is kept to a minimum.\textsuperscript{190} Case law also supports a strengthened public benefit requirement. In 2006, the Tax Court, in the seminal \textit{Turner
case, explained that Congress intended to limit the deduction only to easements that created a substantial public benefit and provided enhanced benefit to the public.\textsuperscript{191}

In addition to the legislature, presidential administrations from both parties have expressed interest in reforming the conservation purposes requirement—although neither has done more than make one-off mentions at tax law symposiums or in early drafts of budget documents. First, at a 2004 panel, Bush Administration IRS officials mentioned that reforming and clarifying the conservation purposes requirement would strengthen the integrity of the easement deduction.\textsuperscript{192} The officials did not pursue this in detail. Years later, the Obama Administration’s Treasury Department made a one-sentence suggestion to this effect in its 2016 and 2017 Greenbooks—annual initial explanations of an administration’s revenue proposal—but the Treasury did not explore it further.\textsuperscript{193} It is unclear why this fell to the wayside. Perhaps, other budget priorities took precedent. Regardless, reforming the conservation purposes requirement has received support, even if not pursued in detail, from across the political aisle.


Congress should tighten the “conservation purposes” requirement of section 170(h). As previously discussed, the crucial “conservation purposes” requirement in section 170(h) is vague and largely undefined by Congress and the Treasury. The lack of focus on the conservation purposes test increases the negative externalities associated with both conservation easements and the deduction. Congress has left the statutory scheme essentially untouched since the legislation was enacted in 1980.\textsuperscript{194} It is time to revisit the “conservation purposes” test.

As a reminder, the Code defines a conservation purpose as:

\textsuperscript{191} Turner v. Comm’r, 126 T.C. 299, 317 (T.C. 2006) (citing S. Rep. 96-1007, supra note 4, at 9-10) (“[T]he committee believes that provisions allowing deductions for conservation easements should be directed at the preservation of unique or otherwise significant land areas or structures the committee bill would restrict the qualifying contributions where there is no assurance that the public benefit, if any, furthered by the contribution would be substantial enough to justify the allowance of a deduction.”).

\textsuperscript{192} J. Christine Harris, Conservation Easement Donations Still a Priority, Government Officials Say, 108 Tax Notes 1522 (2005).


\textsuperscript{194} See, e.g., Jenny L. Johnson Ware, New Executive Orders Shift Conservation Easement Battleground, 165 Tax Notes Fed. 785 (2019).
(i) [T]he preservation of land areas for outdoor recreation by, or the education of, the general public,

(ii) the protection of a relatively natural habitat of fish, wildlife, or plants, or similar ecosystem,

(iii) the preservation of open space (including farmland and forest land) where such preservation is—

(I) for the scenic enjoyment of the general public, or

(II) pursuant to a clearly delineated Federal, State, or local governmental conservation policy,

and will yield a significant public benefit, or

(iv) the preservation of an historically important land area or a certified historic structure.¹⁹⁵

As the statute describes, only the preservation of open space not for scenic enjoyment is required to be aligned with a government conservation policy. Also, preservation of open space is the sole category with an explicit requirement “to yield a significant public benefit.” Congress should apply the government policy alignment and significant public benefit standards to all conservation purposes. Section 170(h)(4) should be rewritten as follows:

(4) CONSERVATION PURPOSE DEFINED:

(A): IN GENERAL—For purposes of this subsection, the term “conservation purpose” means—

“(i) the preservation of land areas for outdoor recreation by, or the education of, the general public,

(ii) the protection of a relatively natural habitat of fish, wildlife, or plants, or similar ecosystem,

(iii) the preservation of open space (including farmland, forest land, and land for the scenic enjoyment of the general public), or

(iv) the preservation of an historically important land area or a certified historic structure”

(B): DENIAL OF DEDUCTION IN CERTAIN CASES—

no deduction shall be allowed for a qualified contribution unless such preservation

(i) is pursuant to a clearly delineated Federal, State, or local governmental conservation policy, and
(ii) will yield a significant public benefit.

(C) IN GENERAL—
The Secretary may promulgate regulations to implement standards to further this subsection (h)(4)(B).

This change will provide multiple benefits. First, it will further Congress' goal of encouraging a "valuable diversity of conservation accomplishments."196 This will also side-step other measurements of possible conservation value, which are hard to quantify and model.197 Admittedly, it is hard to place a dollar value on a piece of ecologically sensitive property by comparing it to neighboring properties. Comparison may be impossible if the habitat or natural qualities are unique and not replicated elsewhere. Finally, this proposal will also "encourage the development of conservation standards and conservation decisions at a more local level," a stated preference of those who want to reform the deduction.198

This idea has been briefly mentioned by leading experts. Adam Looney of the Brookings Institution, a former Treasury official, makes a similar recommendation, but offers few details.199 Conversely, an American Bar Association task force opposed the change, arguing it is overly restrictive and would reduce the number of donations.200 This article builds on these ideas.

It is unclear why exactly this idea has not been implemented. This requirement would likely reduce the availability of the deduction. This could make it difficult to find support in Congress, let alone a congressional champion to advocate strongly for the change. In addition, conservation organizations themselves may be opposed to the change. These groups frequently receive a profit in the form of a charitable

197. See Roger Colinvaux, The Conservation Easement Tax Expenditure: In Search of Conservation Value, 37 COLUM. J. ENV'T L. 1, 7 (2012) (arguing two alternative definitions of conservation value: "one based on a percentage of the fair market value of the entire property interest, and another based on a percentage of the donor's cost-basis in the property").
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donation of a portion of the deduction value in exchange for their substantial role in facilitating transactions. These fees are often a large portion of these organizations’ annual budgets.

Nevertheless, this change will ensure the tax expenditure adequately results in public benefit and that tax dollars are spent on effective conservation.

B. Specific Policies to Implement this Change: Suggestions for Treasury Regulations

This article now suggests three proposals to implement this change. All three are drawn from programs in other parts of the Code. First, Congress should amend the Code and Treasury regulations to create a “Conservation Zone” program. This will identify geographic areas eligible for the deduction. Easement donations occurring within one of these geographic areas will receive a presumption of a valid conservation purpose from the IRS. The program will somewhat be modeled after the development of Opportunity Zones. Second, the IRS should create an easement advisory board, similar to the Art Advisory Panel for charitable contributions of artwork, to review easements for conservation value. The board could review donations of particularly large value or dubious purpose. Finally, the public disclosure requirements for both easement donors and holders should be strengthened. This will provide the data and transparency necessary to help ensure donations and claimed deductions result in public benefit. These changes could be implemented through Treasury regulations and are discussed in turn.

1. Creating “conservation zones”: ensuring land preservation is pursuant to clearly delineated policy.

   a. Overview.

   In addition to requiring that deductions be pursuant to a government policy, Congress should create an explicit federal policy that provides clearer guidance. The Treasury regulations currently state that a “clearly delineated policy” need not be “a certification program that identifies particular lots or small parcels of individually owned property.”\(^\text{201}\) As a result, some government policies are currently quite vague.\(^\text{202}\)

   Congress should direct the Treasury, in consultation with other expert federal agencies, to create a registry of “conservation zones,” similar to

\(^{202}\) Halperin, supra note 61, at 42.
the recently promulgated Opportunity Zone program. The Treasury would also consult and work with state and local governments. Properties that fall within a conservation zone would be deemed “pursuant to a federal policy” and would receive a presumption of eligibility for the deduction. This would effectively create a safe harbor: any parcel falling within a zone would be deemed to meet the conservation purposes requirement. Areas outside of the zone would need to provide further justification and evidence to support their conservation purpose.

Objective standards, while a change from current policy, can provide clear guidance and also reflect the many different, valuable American landscapes. When developing the regulations in the 1980s, the Treasury declined to create more objective standards, as the “tremendous diversity” of lands in the country made a standard, nationwide policy impossible.\textsuperscript{203} Officials believed “creating an objective permissible development standard that reasonably could be applied to open space easements nationwide was impossible” in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{204} For example, different standards may apply in Western states and smaller New England states. The protection of parcels of few acres may be common and valuable in New England, but such a use would not be permitted or desirable in Western states.\textsuperscript{205} Instead, the Treasury chose to delegate much of the easement selection process to the organizations accepting donations of easements.\textsuperscript{206} This decentralized system results in scattered conservation and favors the needs of the landowner and organization receiving the easement rather than the American public and taxpayers.

This conservation zone system, where the federal government sets baseline standards and allows states to set more detailed criteria, can avoid this issue. It also will likely be politically palatable. By leaving much of the selection process up to state and local government and ensuring the federal government only has a limited role in selection, this change will recognize the intent of the 1980s regulations.

This reform could increase the ability of a greater number of landowners to engage in conservation work. A state could designate urban areas as part of its conservation zones, creating the opportunity for increased preservation in densely populated areas. Take, for example, landowners in urban areas who want to donate urban parcels to preserve a city’s tree canopy in order to purify air and reduce the urban heat
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effect. These individuals may be disincentivized by the limited tax benefits available to them without clear direction from a program such as the conservation zone system. A clear signal that their activity would be permitted by the IRS would provide a strong incentive for them to participate in conservation activities.

In addition, this reform would limit the likelihood of taxpayers claiming deductions for properties such as golf courses. Conservation zone criteria could severely restrict or prohibit unnatural areas such as golf courses from eligibility.

b. Precedent for geographic restrictions for easement deductions.

Precedent exists for imposing geographic restrictions for the tax treatment of easements. As originally enacted, the estate tax exclusion under section 2031(c) was available only with respect to land located in or within twenty-five miles of a metropolitan statistical area, national park, or wilderness area, or within ten miles of an urban national forest. This restriction stayed in place for many years. It was intended to ensure the deduction went only to the preservation of ecologically significant land or lands at risk due to urban sprawl and development.

Explicit geographic restrictions currently exist for deductions for the contribution of easements protecting historic areas. The Code only permits deductions for historic structures listed in the National Register or located in a certified historic district. A deduction for the donation of an easement protecting a certified historic structure is allowed only for buildings, structures, or land areas listed in the National Register or located in a registered historic district. All certified historic structures cannot be eligible for deduction until the Secretary of the Interior certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury that the property is of historic significance to the district. Historic districts, created in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, “coordinate and support public and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect America’s historic and
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archeological resources." This policy for historic preservation easements could be illustrative in developing a geographic-based conservation easement system.

Finally, the states have also permitted geographic restrictions in their easement credit programs. For example, in 1975, a Suffolk County, New York program authorized certain geographic benchmarks when it allowed deductions for the protection of parcels adjacent to or contiguous with previously preserved properties. Other states have used geographic restrictions as well.

c. Comparison to opportunity zones.

Opportunity Zones are designated through a combination of federal and state action. Investors receive tax benefits, in the form of deferral and partial exclusion of tax, by investing in a Qualified Opportunity Fund, which then invests in areas designated as Qualified Opportunity Zones.

While the federal government set initial standards, state governments ultimately made Opportunity Zone selections. A census tract is eligible for designation as a Qualified Opportunity Zone if it satisfies the New Market Tax Credit Program’s definition of a “low-income community.” The Treasury Department determined that more than 41,000 census tracts were eligible for designation as a Qualified Opportunity Zone.

Code section 1400Z-1 permits the governor of each state to nominate a limited number of eligible census tracts to be Qualified Opportunity Zones. Governors could nominate up to 25% of eligible tracts. Up to 5% of nominated tracts could be contiguous to low-income tracts, provided the median family income of the tract does not exceed 125% of the median family income of the neighboring tract. A total of 8,762
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tracts were designated in total. Only 2.6% of all designated tracts were contiguous. The legislation did not create a way to modify or propose new tracts for inclusion as areas evolve over time.

This tool is undoubtedly imprecise. Some designated areas clearly do not satisfy the spirit of the legislation. For example, in Minnesota, the Mall of America and the booming district surrounding it, located in a wealthy Minneapolis suburb, is one of the state’s 128 designated zones. Also, early beneficiaries of the tax incentive include billionaires and wealth financiers, including those close to the administration that promulgated the rules. Finally, the program has been criticized for using outdated census data, resulting in areas no longer considered low-income being designated. However, it may serve as a useful model for environmental conservation. Unlike the built environment and urban areas, the characteristics of natural land are less likely to change rapidly or be subject to complex human forces such as redevelopment and gentrification. With the exception of phenomena such as natural disasters, changes to the natural environment are likely to occur at slower rates than in the built environment.


A similar selection system of granting eligibility to defined geographic areas could be used in the conservation easement context. While census tracts would be impractical, expert government agencies can rely on a wide variety of resources to establish baseline eligibility metrics, and then delegate the selection of state-specific geographic areas to governors or other state executives.

First, federal agencies can use geographic information software (GIS) and large landscape datasets to identify general regions, biological attributes, or other criteria that warrant protection. GIS is a proven and effective tool to identify and plan for the protection of ecologically
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sensitive land, and to balance competing priorities of species, human needs, and local economies. GIS has transformed land use and protected area planning and assessment and should be applied to easement planning.

Readily available data sets developed by expert government agencies such as the Department of Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics Survey Cropland Data Layer and the United States Geological Survey’s National Landcover Database can provide objective measurements and criteria. Also, the Fish and Wildlife Service is uniquely suited for this analytical responsibility given its role in reviewing habitat conservation plans under the Endangered Species Act. These programs provide credibility, decades of expertise, and relationships with local partners and landowners—as well as formidable levels of funding.

Implementing agencies can also look to criteria established by competitive matching grant programs such as the Forest Service’s Forest Legacy Program, which conserves forest lands to protect water quality, habitat, outdoor recreation, and other benefits. The program has protected more than 2.8 million acres of land since 1990. It uses a combination of objective and subjective criteria.

Federal agencies could then look to state governments to add in criteria on a state-by-state basis, or punt decision making entirely to the states, to ensure the program best fits state needs. For example, federal agencies could incorporate state natural heritage programs to help
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determine what would provide a significant public benefit in a particular state.234

State officials could also consult with local government agencies or local non-profit land trusts that develop land acquisition plans with targeted high-value properties. Most of these organizations use the conservation easement as their primary, and often sole, vehicle to protect natural land.235 Land trusts and local governments are often in the best position to know of sensitive parcels and have relationships with the local community. A conservation zone program could leverage expertise from these organizations.

States already use similar selection systems for their own conservation activity. Federal and state officials can look to systems already in place. Virginia is instructive.236 The Virginia Natural Landscape Assessment is a “landscape-scale geospatial analysis for identifying, prioritizing, and linking natural lands.”237 The Assessment uses over fifty attributes, emphasizing nine, to prioritize areas by ecological integrity.238 The Assessment is used to “identify targets for protection activities such as conservation land purchases or easements.”239 Virginia also maintains a comprehensive natural heritage inventory.240

Similarly, Illinois maintains an inventory of natural areas. The Illinois Natural Areas Inventory is a central location on “significant natural areas” within the state and consists of property that is both publicly and privately owned.241 The original list, which included 1,085 areas, was populated in
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1978. The state uses a combination of field studies and GIS datasets to analyze nominations. This program provides government agencies engaged in land preservation with knowledge of key lands and corridors to target for acquisitions and protection. Finally, a number of states limit their easement tax credits to the protection of certain types of resources. The success of these state-level programs, which enjoy popular and legislative support across gubernatorial administrations, suggests a state-by-state system is not just possible but politically feasible.

e. Conservation zones are consistent with successful cooperative federalism programs in the environmental arena.

Implementing a system of conservation zones will be consistent with principles of cooperative federalism, and will promote innovation by further shifting responsibility to state and local policymakers. In a system of cooperative federalism, the federal government delegates authority to the states to implement a federally created and funded program. Cooperative federalism is the system of choice for many of the nation’s environmental protection laws. These laws provide a structure under which the federal government sets standards and the states may draft laws and regulations to comply.

Environmental cooperative federalism is also an effective approach in land use—an area where political sensitivities around direct federal regulation on the states and local government is quite high. Cooperative federalism is best when it fulfills a broad national policy by supplementing federal power with the energy, technical expertise, and
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trust of local governments. For those reasons, it makes sense in the context of land conservation: local actors know their landscapes, development priorities, and public use priorities much better than distant federal officials.

Conservation zones would likely serve as a successful instance of cooperative sub-federalism, where the state governments in turn delegate authority to local government agencies. Cooperative sub-federalism, exemplified by states delegating to local county agencies the selection of important natural areas, has proven effective in land use and air quality governance. It also allows both federal and state governments to be sensitive to politically fraught issues—such as land use—where priorities and tension points may vary from community to community. For this reason, cooperative sub-federalism is good politics that can draw support from a wide cross-section of legislators and political views. And it allows the federal government to claim credit for presenting a solution to a major issue—the need to protect ecologically sensitive lands.

2. Creation of an easement advisory panel to ensure significant public benefit.

Next, this article proposes a renewed examination of creating an expert easement advisory panel. This expert panel could help ensure deductions provide a significant public benefit.

The panel would review donations over a certain dollar threshold for valid conservation purpose. Like the proposal for a more stringent conservation purpose, this is not a new idea. The Treasury Department briefly considered implementing such a panel in 1987, but did not seriously pursue the idea. Counsel for the Senate Finance Committee also suggested the idea of an oversight committee similar to the IRS Art Advisory Panel as early as 2005. But again, this was a cursory, one-off suggestion. Still, an easement advisory panel could assist the IRS by assessing which claimed deductions provide substantial conservation value, and which ones do not.
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This panel could be modeled after a successful panel for reviewing charitable contributions of artwork. The IRS Art Advisory Panel issues statements of value for items appraised at $50,000 or more.\textsuperscript{258} This panel ensures the fair market value for art claimed by taxpayers, which, like conservation land, can be difficult to value.\textsuperscript{259} A group of volunteer, expert appraisers conducts an appraisal.\textsuperscript{260} Donors must submit detailed information about the artwork.\textsuperscript{261} The panel is extremely successful: it has allowed donors and Commissioners to agree on value in more than 95% of cases handled.\textsuperscript{262}

An easement advisory panel could emulate the Art Advisory Panel. The conservation community is mildly receptive to this idea, but it has not gained traction. Senators Christopher Murphy and Richard Blumenthal endorsed a similar idea in 2016 in a letter to the IRS Commissioner, but provided no follow up or discussion beyond the letter and an associated press release.\textsuperscript{263} Senators Murphy and Blumenthal urged the Commissioner to handle easement disputes in a manner similar to the Art Advisory Panel by creating an “analogous panel” for the donation of conservation easements.\textsuperscript{264} This solution has not gained enough traction to be enacted. More study, both from lawmakers and from scholars, is needed to bring this across the finish line. It is also likely that a Democrat-controlled Congress, and in particular a Democrat-controlled Senate Finance Committee, will provide the initiative to make this happen.

A taxpayer advocate organization, not affiliated with the land conservation movement, viewed this as a “workable proposal.”\textsuperscript{265} Similarly, one prominent, national independent tax lawyer described this as a “fine idea.”\textsuperscript{266} Adam Looney of the Brookings Institution goes a step further and suggests requiring pre-approval or review of easements in order to qualify for the tax deduction.\textsuperscript{267} Finally, an IRS advisory panel made such a suggestion, albeit only for historic preservation easements,
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in 2017. Perhaps a symposium, panel, or IRS conference could bring the thought leaders and policy makers together to make progress and implement this reform.

Such a move could be unpopular. It would require additional government oversight. It would also require more funding for the IRS, which seems unlikely given the whittling away of the IRS budget and infrastructure over the years. It would also create additional regulation and administration. Indeed, these reasons contributed to the lack of political will to create an advisory panel from 2010 through 2020.

However, on the other hand, it could be considered more popular now that the Democratic Party controls the White House and Congress. Senator Ron Wyden of Oregon is the new Chair of the Senate Finance Committee, which oversees easement investigations, the tax code, and the IRS. Senator Wyden has long been an advocate of providing greater accountability for easements. Perhaps more importantly, this new apparatus would result in substantial savings to the federal government and federal taxpayers, as many studies show that increased IRS funding will bring in more tax revenue.

Despite these concerns, the panel could operate efficiently while assuaging concerns of increased government administration. The easement advisory panel could emulate the Art Advisory Panel by selecting volunteer easement appraisers, or paying them a low fee, and
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asking for commitments of just one to two years. Serving on the Art Advisory Panel is considered a prestigious role; such a position would likely be similarly prestigious in the conservation community.

The Treasury Department, in collaboration with the Senate Finance Committee, could also create benchmarks and parameters that limit the types of easements eligible for review. For example, a dollar threshold could exempt all deductions under a certain amount from review. Or regulations could direct the panel to focus its attention on deduction claims for specific types of property, such as golf courses. In addition, the rules could trigger mandatory review for deductions where taxpayers meet criteria such as owning the property for a relatively short period of time, which may suggest an intent to create a tax shelter. Additional criteria could include status as a limited liability company, partnership, or other non-human entity, or if the terms of the easement allow significant development on the property. The IRS could administer these criteria by adding questions to its existing forms. Finally, the new rules could create a statute of limitations and only permit the panel to review deductions within three years of the date when they are claimed, ensuring that taxpayers, land trusts, and the communities that benefit from an easement would have a sense of security that their easement and deduction could not be reviewed many years down the line. The Secretary of the Treasury should develop standards for donations that must receive approval, such as a minimum dollar threshold.

The easement advisory panel would also fit within the existing framework of substantiating charitable donations. The tax code provides an existing framework for requiring taxpayers to substantiate charitable donations. Different requirements, such as documentation and appraisal, are required for contributions in excess of $500, $5,000, and $500,000. The easement advisory panel could be incorporated within this framework such that panel review is required for easement deductions in excess of the minimum dollar threshold.

Easements that are approved by the panel will receive a safe harbor from further IRS scrutiny. In tax law parlance, a “safe harbor” means that a taxpayer will not be subject to penalty if they meet certain criteria. Safe
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harbors often protect individual taxpayers and small businesses who in good faith slightly underestimate their tax withholdings and pay the vast majority of the amount of tax.\textsuperscript{276} A safe harbor is likely a good idea given the complicated nature of valuating easements.\textsuperscript{277}

Similar programs are successful at the state level. Multiple states require pre-approval of easement donations before claiming a state-level tax deduction. For instance, in Colorado, following reports of abuse in the state-level program, the state now implements an effective oversight and audit process to ensure tax credit applications further the state’s intended purpose of the program.\textsuperscript{278} The Conservation Easement Oversight Commission screens potential donations prior to issuing a credit in its easement tax credit program.\textsuperscript{279} A similar process occurs in Georgia.\textsuperscript{280}

These oversight programs require little public expenditure and provide a large payoff in terms of both building public trust and confidence and saving potentially lost tax dollars.

Other states with state income tax credits for easement donations also explicitly require the taxpayer to show a benefit. For example, in Florida, there is a presumption against such benefit for parcels under forty acres in size; such parcels must be reviewed by the state’s Acquisition and Restoration Council.\textsuperscript{281} Other states, including Virginia and New Mexico, require certification of conservation purpose and value.\textsuperscript{282} In Virginia, easements valued at more than $1 million must be reviewed by a state-affiliated committee established by law.\textsuperscript{283} Similarly, in New Mexico, state law requires credits to be approved by the Secretary of the Department of Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources, who must consult with the Natural Lands Protection Committee, which consists of
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a number of public officials, such as the Commissioner of Public Land and the Director of the Game and Fish Department.\textsuperscript{284}

Given the support from tax experts and the existence of state-level plans, this is a workable solution to ensure the tax expenditure promotes effective conservation. It also provides substantial benefit by leveraging the knowledge of local officials—those who know the most about the land—with the simultaneous advantage of avoiding direct responsibility and allegations of government overreach.\textsuperscript{285} And perhaps most importantly, it provides political cover for lawmakers.\textsuperscript{286} Drawing inspiration from state processes will also leverage the desire of environmentalists to increasingly turn to local and state efforts to protect the natural environment.\textsuperscript{287}

3. \textit{Increased public disclosure of easement data through the tax code to measure conservation value.}

Congress should require more public disclosure from both easement donors and the organizations holding easements. Although conservation easements are widely known, the conservation outcomes of the properties are relatively unknown.\textsuperscript{288} Current IRS oversight is minimal and inquiries rarely look into specific land protection activity.\textsuperscript{289} Adding additional disclosure requirements for conservation purposes would abide with the spirit of this regulation. Most qualified conservation organizations, and any truly committed to conservation, would have this information readily available, as they would use it as part of their decision-making process when choosing whether to pursue a project. The easement deduction universe needs major changes to provide the public with greater access to information, in part to allow for citizen oversight and increased accountability.\textsuperscript{290}
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Increased disclosure requirements for conservation purposes will put more information out in the open. Most oversight of conservation activity comes from the donors that finance land trusts with funds to finance ongoing operations. Increased disclosure would provide these individuals with greater information about their donations and create further oversight. Finally, this will increase the amount of information available to journalists, who provide crucial oversight of easement activity.

Implementation could come in the form of requiring both the donor and qualifying organization to publicly disclose both easement value and specific conservation benefits. This proposal will strengthen tax administration. Again, increasing disclosure of purported conservation benefits is not a new idea. The Obama Administration previously introduced this idea in an early draft budget document but did not explore it in detail as competing budget reform priorities prevailed. The sole published criticism of this additional requirement comes from industry insiders and attorneys who benefit from working on a high volume of easement transactions, parties with strong conflicts of interest.

Increased public disclosure will create greater citizen engagement and oversight, as well as opportunities for government enforcement, since “more public disclosure prevents people from gaming the system with charitable contribution deductions and playing the audit lottery.” Many easements simply restate the language of the tax code, rather than providing useful information about the actual property. Such regurgitation is not useful.

Increased public disclosure will allow journalists to provide better oversight. The news media provide important oversight on easements. For example, the Washington Post broke stories on the first easement tax shelter in the early 2000s, where it held The Nature Conservancy to the fire and helped ensure that a respected conservation organization reformed its practices. And from 2017 to 2020, the Wall Street Journal
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provided groundbreaking reporting on both high-profile instances of easement abuse, and the current syndicate transaction tax shelter scheme.298

Reforms to existing IRS reporting mechanisms could serve as the method for providing this information. This could crack down on massive deductions with little conservation benefit, as well as easement donations that provide conservation value but also provide a completely disproportionate deduction. The apparatus for collecting this information already exists. The IRS requires donors to file Form 8283, “Noncash Charitable Contributions,” to substantiate their charitable donations.299 Congress and the Treasury could require donors to provide more detailed information when claiming easement donations.

Similarly, the IRS requires charitable organizations such as land trusts receiving conservation easements to file Form 990, “Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax.”300 The Treasury could require qualified conservation organizations to provide a more detailed accounting of the ecological, public access or recreation, or other benefits of property received. The Senate Finance Committee staff previously endorsed revising Form 990, but Congress never followed through on the idea.301 The recipient organization also must sign Form 8283.302 This could also be modified. The form currently says “acknowledgement does not represent acknowledgment with claimed [full market value].”303 This could be modified to state that the donee organization does not find that the claimed full market value shocks the conscience or raises other alarm bells. These simple changes to existing IRS reporting requirements could greatly increase the amount of disclosure and public information available
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on deductions claimed for donations of easements.

Such a proposal to place greater responsibility on the recipient charity would need to be narrowly tailored. In 2006, concerned with fraudulent easement deductions, the George W. Bush Administration proposed imposing significant financial penalties, based in proportion to the easement value, on charitable organizations that accepted faulty easements or did not monitor them.\(^{304}\) This proposal stalled and ultimately failed, in part due to concerns that it was overly broad and could inadvertently punish too many organizations.\(^{305}\) Similar concerns here are also valid, as the proposal could prove challenging for some recipient organizations, especially smaller ones, to comply with.

Finally, to improve this process, lawmakers again could turn to the process for information collection and reporting on Opportunity Zones. The IRS is currently developing methods to track Opportunity Zone benefits.\(^{306}\) Republican and Democrat lawmakers are crafting bipartisan legislation to increase reporting of metrics, as well as to create a process to eliminate zones that are not considered low-income.\(^{307}\) Similarly, conservation zone metrics can eliminate zones that no longer provide conservation purposes and ensure protected properties provide a public benefit.

"Transparency, accountability, and program evaluation are critical for ensuring and improving conservation easement effectiveness."\(^{308}\) Pressure from the IRS may lead to more accountability throughout the field.\(^{309}\) Increased oversight will make the easement deduction a more effective tax expenditure.\(^{310}\)

4. **These changes will likely withstand court challenges.**

Finally, the proposed legislative fix and subsequent Treasury regulations are likely to be upheld in the courts. The federal courts tend to be deferential to Treasury interpretations of the Internal Revenue
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And while the Supreme Court has held that tax law no longer is a special province of the law that receives its own set of unique administrative law rules with blind deference, tax law still receives substantial *Chevron* deference. The federal tax law is recognized as the most complicated of all legislative schemes. First, in general, it is well-settled that deference is given to tax legislation. For example, in *INDOPCO*, an iconic Supreme Court tax case, the Court explained that income tax deduction is a matter of legislative grace and that "deductions are strictly construed." The lower courts have followed this. More recently, in *Altera*, the Ninth Circuit determined that Administrative Procedure Act rulemaking was properly done and deference was justified in the Treasury's promulgation of a new set of tax regulations. In addition, the Supreme Court has made clear that tax legislation directing the Treasury to implement rulemaking still receives a high level of deference. This fits within the clear framework of the first *Chevron* step: if Congress unambiguously intends to give the Treasury the authority to develop broad-based regulations, deference is justified. The second step is also likely satisfied, given the continued deference towards complicated Treasury regulations.

V. CONCLUSION

In 1983, pioneering conservationists Putnam Livermore and Thomas S. Barrett—co-founders of The Trust for Public Land—wrote that the conservation purposes requirement leaves “much room for interpretation and . . . much room for dispute.” This statement foreshadowed a debate
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that continues to this day.

Rewriting the definition of "conservation purposes" to require that the conservation of a donated property be pursuant to a government policy and yield a significant public benefit will further the intent of the lawmakers that wrote section 170(h) in the 1980s. For example, the Senate Finance Committee in 1980 explained how "deductions for conservation easements should be directed at the preservation of unique or otherwise significant land areas or structures."

This standard, combined with heightened review through oversight and disclosure, will create a backstop against the continued practice of abusive transactions and deductions. These changes will help achieve the Committee's goals of obtaining assurance that the contribution would be substantial enough to justify the allowance of a deduction.

A more stringent requirement for conservation purpose will also help resolve the issue of inflated valuations.

Conservation easements exemplify "the ecological interrelationship" between individuals and their environment. Accordingly, the deduction has longstanding, bipartisan support from lawmakers across the country. Land conservation tax provisions frequently pass without significant opposition because, as Senator Charles E. Grassley explains, "[t]hey are relatively noncontroversial and very bipartisan."

Across the nation, at the federal, state, and local levels, "public funds are being poured into generous tax incentive and easement purchase programs precisely because conservation easements are beneficial to the community."
Easement contributions jumped from just less than $1 billion per year in 2012 to nearly $7 billion in 2016.\(^{325}\) The federal government, through its lost revenue, spends almost the same amount on conservation easements as it does on the entire national park system, and more than the entire budget for all other federal land conservation, protection, restoration, and management programs combined.\(^{326}\) In its 2020 report, the Senate Finance Committee concluded that Congress, the IRS, and the Treasury must take action to preserve the deduction’s integrity.\(^{327}\) These proposals will help ensure that integrity moving forward. Reworking the conservation purposes requirement—确保 the existence of a significant public benefit in claimed deductions—will ensure the nation’s largest land acquisition program results in substantial public benefit.\(^{328}\) The changes proposed in this article will ensure a major federal tax expenditure achieves its intended goals without overly burdening taxpayers.
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